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TAGA Harmony TAV-616F floorstanding speakers: a fantastic review by AudioMuzoFans – a Polish audio portal and a
specialized audio group on Facebook (10-2016).
…it will be hard to find a worthy competitor for the price we have to pay for the speakers…
Listening
The first thing which strikes you is the fact that the speakers are playing a lively, dynamic sound and are building
decent sound space, what confirms our belief that it will be hard to find a worthy competitor for the price we have
to pay for the speakers. Human voices, particularly male, sound extremely natural and are richly saturated. Listening
to the speakers the impression of three-dimensionality is built in a correct way, the sound breaks away from the
speakers, which for us is a very desirable effect and we really appreciate the way it is done by the tested
loudspeakers…
The speakers driven by a high current amplifier paid off with the dynamic tightly focused bass which, according to us,
nicely completes the overall sound and is not dominating. The designers definitely opted for the tonal balance. It is
rather characterized by a feeling of spontaneity and temperament. What is important is that it diverse, what is hard
to be found in constructions from this price range.
Overall rating
… we get a product that can aspire to the higher price range in terms of workmanship and sound quality. By utilizing
its proprietary components for building up the tested TAV-616F speakers, Taga Harmony can offer an affordable
product, which not only looks nice and greatly fits in two and multichannel systems, but also offers the energetic
sound which no doubt will strike a chord with a wide bunch of music lovers without destroying the household
budget.
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More information about the TAGA Harmony brand and the products is available at www.taga-audio.com

